
Transcription of an 1852 Letter from Justus M. Dickinson to Albert F. Dickinson 
 

The original belongs to Sarah Dickinson Baker of Rockford, IL. 
 
The letter is creased down the middle, obliterating some characters. The copy of the first page is 
clipped on the right. The ink is nice and dark, however. 
 
 
[Outside of Letter] 
 
[To] Albert F. Dickinson 
Curtisville 
Berkshire Co. 
Mass. 
 
[Body of Letter] 
 
Patch Grove   October 10th 1852 
 
Respected Brother 
 
Not having heard from you a long time, I thought that I would write a few lines and let you know 
how we are [?] and see if I could elicit a reply. We are all in usual health at this time and we enjoyed 
good health the [?] past. It has been unhealthy in many localities here the past season, particularly on 
the rivers, discures[?] billious [bilious] and in[?]mitant fevers and fever & ague and some cases of 
the cholera. This season has been very dry, as last season was wet. Crops are better here on average 
than they were last year but very [?] times little doing [?] much money stiring[?] The rivers are very 
low so that we have no chance of shipping our produce for non[?] but small boats can run and 
freights are higher. We have a plenty of good potatoes which is quite a treat. Have not heard of any 
cases[?uses] of th[?] in this part of the country this year. Hope it has left [?] the wheat crop better [?] 
here than it has been for a number of years [?] corn. good where [wheat?] it came up well the first 
planting. There is considerable barley [?] here for the southern market but as ti cannot be shipped, 
there is no sale for it. Spring wheat is worth 50 cents win[?], 60 cents corn and oats. No prire[?] I 
think probably po[?] will be in as good demand as anything else in this part of the country. Rec’d a 
letter from John H. D. [John Harden Dickinson] dated June 9th. Was well then and wrote that he was 
doing well. Have not heard since. Also one from John B [John Breneman?] They were all well. 
 
As a little money would be quite acceptable[?] at this time, thought I would give you a statement of 
the affairs as I understand them from what data I have. According to your statement there was 
remaining of [?] first payment . . . 
 
. . .       $310.39 
 
Being the balance due me on the first of last April according to my calculations. Think if I remember 
right you agreed to [?] throw off I think one hundred dollars. If you could have your [?] pay from 
Mother Hamilton’s property, however I leave that to your generosity. Should like to have the 
business settled in some way if it can be to the satisfaction of all concerned. Please send me $100 if 
you can conveniently soon. The balance I am in no particular hurry for present. Answer soon. 



 
Hopefully Your Brother 
Justus 
 
 
Notes: 
1. I added paragraph breaks to make it a bit easier to read. There were none in the original. 
2. The items in [] are items I inserted. A [?] indicates I was not sure what was written. 
3. It appears Justus loaned Albert some money and Albert was late in repaying it. 
4. The John B is probably John Breneman, husband of Melissa Dickinson, a sister of Albert and 

Justus. 
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